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Scaffolds for articular cartilage repair have to be optimally biodegradable with
simultaneous promotion of hyaline cartilage formation under rather complex
biomechanical and physiological conditions. It has been generally accepted that
scaffold structure and composition would be the best when it mimics the structure of
native cartilage. However, a reparative construct mimicking the mature native tissue in a
healing tissue site presents a biological mismatch of reparative stimuli. In this work, we
studied a new recombinant human type III collagen-polylactide (rhCol-PLA) scaffolds.
The rhCol-PLA scaffolds were assessed for their relative performance in simulated
synovial fluids of 1 and 4 mg/mL sodium hyaluronate with application of model-free
analysis with Biomaterials Enhanced Simulation Test (BEST). Pure PLA scaffold was
used as a control. The BEST results were compared to the results of a prior in vivo study
with rhCol-PLA. Collectively the data indicated that a successful articular cartilage repair
require lower stiffness of the scaffold compared to surrounding cartilage yet matching
the strain compliance both in static and dynamic conditions. This ensures an optimal
combination of load transfer and effective oscillatory nutrients supply to the cells. The
results encourage further development of intelligent scaffold structures for optimal
articular cartilage repair rather than simply trying to imitate the respective original tissue.
Keywords: articular cartilage, scaffold, PLA, collagen, biomechanics, testing, synovial fluid
INTRODUCTION
The need to develop tissue substitutes and regeneration platforms is one of the most demanding
and challenging applications in modern tissue engineering (Hubbell, 1995; Burdick and Mauck,
2011). Three-dimensional biomaterial structures (scaffolds) are highly desirable matching the
biomechanical properties of the tissue (Gomes and Reis, 2004) and closely mimicking in vivo
behavior [facilitating cell adhesion, growth, and tissue formation (Volfson et al., 2008)]. Such
biomaterials assist the body to rebuild the damaged tissue and eventually they minimize associated
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pain and healing time (Wong and Bronzino, 2007; Chung and
Burdick, 2008). The combined static and dynamic biomechanical
properties of these scaffolds are crucial for the final success of
the treatment. Any progress in the development of scaffolds
should ensure a high correlation between in vitro conditions
and expected in vivo tissue regeneration (Frost, 2004; Wilson
et al., 2006; Mollon et al., 2013). The non-toxic biodegradation
of the scaffold should gradually transfer the stress to the new
growing tissue over an appropriate time period. As pointed out
recently (Panadero et al., 2016), the synergetic effect of correct
mechanical stimulation is greatly dependent on the scaffolding
material, its environment and the cell presence. This shows the
needs for consistent simultaneous analysis to compare different
biomaterials and to get conclusions about these features.
One of the most challenging applications of biomedical
scaffolds is the articular cartilage (AC) repair. The damage
and degradation of AC are not only progressing with age,
obesity, or systemic diseases, but also in the young and active
population due to physical causes, such as injury. If untreated,
these defects may progress toward osteoarthritis (OA), affecting
over 150 million people worldwide, mainly by degeneration
of the hyaline cartilage in synovial joint lacking the ability of
self-regeneration (Armstrong and Mow, 1982). Natural wound
healing, in full-thickness defects of cartilage, often leads to
the formation of fibrocartilage (Armstrong and Mow, 1982;
Wilson et al., 2006; Mollon et al., 2013; Panadero et al., 2016),
which is functionally and biomechanically inferior to the original
hyaline cartilage making the tissue more prone to further
deterioration and osteoarthritic changes of the joint. Initiated
vicious cycle (Benders et al., 2012) ultimately will call for a
total or partial joint replacement. Therefore, chondro-conductive
and -inductive biomaterials are highly desirable to treat cartilage
lesions at early stages before manifestation of OA.
Clinically used biomaterials include various naturally derived
and synthetic materials (von Recum, 1998; Agrawal and Parr
JE, 2000). The advantage of natural materials is their intrinsic
bioactivity for the purpose, although application of animal-
derived materials (xenografts) contains certain risks, such as
contamination and undesired immune response. This could be
avoided by using bioabsorbable synthetic materials not causing
foreign body or hypersensitivity reactions themselves. Synthetic
materials can be made biologically more advantageous and
biocompatible. On the other hand, compared to the naturally
derived materials, synthetic polymers are usually lacking the
desired intrinsic biological cues that promote cell adhesion,
proliferation and tissue recovery. However, any biomaterial is
always challenging to evaluate and optimize for clinical use
and for the purpose aiming on “precise medicine” solutions.
It is now widely anticipated that the present level to evaluate
the mechanical function of biomaterial and tissue engineering
constructs is highly insufficient. For example, of 205 analyzed
articles on cartilage tissue engineering, mentioning of applied
mechanical stimulation, only 29% shows some quantified
material properties (Lujan et al., 2011). Correct and detailed
biomaterial testing is rather time-consuming and expertise to
properly quantify non-elastic material behavior of tissue is also
scarce in many dedicated biology labs (Lujan et al., 2011).
Synthetic materials with fibrous origin are often used for
AC repair applications. These scaffolds have 75–85% porosity
and they are exposed to synovial fluid with sodium hyaluronate
(NaHA). Animal studies are needed to ensure the biological
functionality of the scaffolds before clinical use. However, the
relationship between the natural tissue and the scaffold is
challenging to measure. The regulations and the worldwide
trends imposemore pressure tomove from animal models into in
vitro evaluation (Directive 2010/63/EC for Alternative Methods,
2015). Therefore, in order to develop and optimize biomaterials,
one must establish protocols for reliable comparison of different
materials before in vivo tests can be ethically justified and their
results truly extrapolated toward safe and effective human use.
The structure, functions and biomechanical behavior of AC
are very complex, highly anisotropic and time- and loading
history-dependent (Wilson et al., 2005). The articular cartilage
consists of a relatively small number of chondrocytes surrounded
by a multi-component matrix, which can be imaged as a
composite with 70–85% water and remaining proteoglycans
(proteins with glycosaminoglycans attached as a bottlebrush-like
structure) and collagen (Hayes, 1972). Proteoglycans and water
concentration vary through the depth of the cartilage tissue.
Proteoglycans can bind or aggregate to a backbone of sodium
hyaluronate (NaHA) of molecular weight of 2–4 MDa to form
a macromolecule weighting up to 200 MDa (Kobayashi et al.,
1994).
The biomechanics of AC and synovial fluid is also complex
and essentially non-linear (Hayes and Mockros, 1971; Hayes
and Bodine, 1978). Not some many studies have coherently and
systematically analyzed AC properties (Ahsan and Sah, 1999;
Korhonen et al., 2006) due to variability of the samples, local
inhomogeneity and applied biomechanical methods. Complex
loading schemes are associated with significant variations of
interstitial fluid pressure and fluid flow, complicating the results
interpretation (Ahsan and Sah, 1999). The collagen-rich matrix
behavior is highly non-linear and requires rather sophisticated
models to be described as a composite material, whether with
theories (Mäkelä and Korhonen, 2016). Synovial fluid is well-
known to have non-Newtonian viscosity vs. its composition,
shear rate, mode of loading and the presence of other factors
(King, 1966). Most of the biomechanical properties of AC
tissue reported experimentally are obtained with either confined
compression (Mow et al., 1980) or indentation (Kempson et al.,
1971). These measurements data are commonly approximated
with biphasic (Mak et al., 1987) or triphasic (Lai et al., 1991)
theories, or even more simplified viscoelastic models. However,
due to peculiarities of the AC tissue properties (Lai et al., 1981),
it is difficult to compare results published with different studies,
using various specimen types, methods and testing devices. It
was also reported (Hosseini et al., 2014) that fluid flow and
flow-dependent phenomena may dominate the AC behavior in
different testing regimes and thus it is impossible to determine in
general required recovery time. Aggregate modulus in range of
50–120 kPa was reported for human, bovine and canine tissues
by different sources (Hayes and Mockros, 1971; Kempson et al.,
1971; Hayes, 1972; Mow et al., 1980; Lai et al., 1981; Armstrong
and Mow, 1982; Wilson et al., 2006), but often full test data
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were not available to compare these data [indentation usually
produces much larger values (Ahsan and Sah, 1999; Korhonen
et al., 2006)]. Formal models of AC are missing essential features
which limit their practical application only to specimens analyzed
in that studies. Therefore, it is a great oversimplification to
characterize AC or scaffolds for AC repair by set of one or two
numbers without exact data on the test method and data analysis.
In this study we used highly porous PLA mesh manufactured
from fine PLA fibers. Even though PLA itself is a stiff material,
this studied PLA mesh was optimized to have a relatively soft
nature to suit better as cartilage repair matrix. The hypothesis
was that a scaffold which is less stiff than surrounding tissue
and which is acting in compression under the requirement of
strain compliance will have less stress and therefore fluid pressure
which would cause fluid to flow into the scaffold to bring more
nutrients to chondrocytes. The collagen component was added
to the PLA mesh to increase the hydrophilic nature of the
scaffolds and to promote cell proliferation (Muhonen et al., 2016;
Gasik et al., 2017). Here we report results of this new xeno-
free, recombinant human collagen-laden (rhCol) polylactide
(PLA) mesh scaffolds (rhCol-PLA) developed for repair of early
cartilage lesions to avoid osteoarthritic changes, which have
been designed, produced, and biomechanically optimized in
vitro and in vivo validated in equine (unpublished data) and
porcine models (Muhonen et al., 2016; Gasik et al., 2017). The
rhCol-PLA scaffolds were assessed for their relative performance
in simulated synovial fluids for mimicking both human and
veterinary conditions with application of model-free analysis
with Biomaterials Enhanced Simulation Test (BEST). The results
of the scaffold materials selection were also correlated with in
vivo tests, carried out in a separate study (Haaparanta et al.,
2014; Muhonen et al., 2016), where this material combination
was found to work better than the previously studied plain PLA
scaffolds with stiffer structure (Pulliainen et al., 2007).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials Analyzed
The scaffolds tested were made of synthetic polymer fibers.
The polylactide scaffold (PLA) was processed of medical grade
poly-(L/D)-lactide PLA96/4 (Corbion Purac, Gorinchem, NED),
manufactured to melt spun fibers and afterwards carded and
needle punched into meshes (porosity ∼90–93%) in Tampere
University of Technology (Tampere, Finland). The used PLA was
a highly purified, medical grade polymer (Länsman et al., 2006)
with a residual monomer content of <0.5%. The PLA meshes
were washed with ethanol, dried, packed and sterilized by gamma
irradiation 25 kGy. A part of PLA scaffolds was aseptically doped
(Haaparanta et al., 2014) with a recombinant human collagen
III (FibroGen, Inc., San Francisco, USA) solution and the
structure was freeze-dried (marked as rhCol-PLA). The rhCol-
PLA scaffolds were further crosslinked with 14mM 1-ethyl-3-
(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC)+
6mM N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (Sigma-Aldrich, Helsinki,
Finland) in 95% ethanol, washed and subsequently freeze-dried
again. The ratio between the PLA and collagen components in
the rhCol-PLA scaffolds was 86/14 vol. % of PLA and collagen,
respectively.
All the specimens of PLA and rhCol-PLA scaffolds were cut
into rectangular pieces ∼5 × 5mm (±1mm) in size with the
thickness of the original materials as supplied. The exact size of
the specimens was measured with a non-contact method using a
laser micrometer (MetraLight, CA, USA) with±1µm resolution
and the samples were weighted with a balance before and after
the test. The measuring and weighing process was repeated three
times; on the dry sample, on the immersed sample and on the
sample after the measurement. The samples were immersed in
distilled water to ensure that the sample was completely wet
before inserting to the sample holder as possible trapped air
bubbles may alter the test results improperly.
The media-simulated synovial fluid (SSF)—for the tests was
prepared as two solutions with different concentrations of
sodium hyaluronate (NaHA). Sodium hyaluronate of molecular
weight 1.68MDa (Nutrihyl R©, Contipro Biotech, Czech Republic)
was dissolved in 200mL of cold distilled water tomimic “normal”
(4 mg/mL) and “osteoarthritic” (1 mg/mL) solutions (Fam et al.,
2007).
Experimental Methods
The viscosity of the SSF solutions was determined using SV-
10 vibro-viscosimeter (A&D Co. Ltd., JAP) consisted of two
vibrating gold plates immersed in the solution. About 45mL of
the SSF solution was poured in a cuvette and heated to 40◦C. The
cuvette was then placed at the viscometer and the viscosity with
temperature was measured simultaneously upon free cooling.
Viscosity curves were well-fitted for every composition with the
Arrhenius equation.
The biomechanical analysis was carried out using two
dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) 242C and 242E machines
(Netzsch Gerätebau GmbH, Germany) with a specially developed
biomaterials enhanced simulation test (BEST; Seqvera Ltd.,
Finland) protocol (Gasik, 2014, 2017a,b), adjusted for simulated
cartilage conditions (Hayes and Bodine, 1978; Mow et al., 1980;
Lai et al., 1981). The compressive mode sample holder and
the specimen were fully immersed in the thermally controlled
bath with media (∼30mL). This resembles the gradients of
deformation, pore pressure and fluid flow similar to tibial
cartilage conditions as has been shown with other experiments
and computer simulations (Korhonen et al, 2002; Milan et al.,
2010). Three different protocols were applied for immersion tests:
creep (n = 38 for PLA and n = 40 for rhCol-PLA), frequency
scans (0.01–20Hz) as n= 38 for PLA and n= 28 for rhCol-PLA,
and strain sweeps up to 25–50µm at 1Hz) as n= 20 for PLA and
n= 30 for rhCol-PLA.
A preconditioning step was applied (Pioletti and
Rakotomanana, 2000) to all specimens by an axial confinement
by ∼5µm of initial deformation (offset), following the 15min
equilibration under a small force of 0.05N to stabilize the
dimensions and temperature. This was found to suppress initial
swelling (where present; as explained below) thus all the creep
deformation and compliance are originated from zero. At these
conditions it was observed that deformation of the porous,
fully saturated fibrous structures proceeded without excessive
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deformation of the fibers themselves and without substantial
decrease in porosity. Whereas, in vivo pressures expressed on
healthy articular cartilage may reach 1–10 MPa at peak, here the
fluid flow is unconfined but the scaffold as AC tissue undergoes
deformation similar to one in clinical conditions (Lai et al., 1981,
1991; Milan et al., 2010).
Data Analysis
Experimental data has been converted into biomechanical
values and analyzed with an application of idempotent type
analysis without use of a material model (Gunawardena, 1996;
Pioletti and Rakotomanana, 2000; Litvinov et al., 2001). This
gives an advantage over commonly reported moduli functional
dependence as it allows extraction of the time-invariant data
suitable for future prediction of the material behavior. The data
quality reported for the same material might be also confusing,
as no exact information is given for conditioning changes, and
usually no solid proof shown, e.g., about suitability of the small
strain theory or material linearity (Norris, 2008; Lujan et al.,
2011). Such conditions are often assumed by default, despite it is
of common knowledge that “elastic modulus” cannot be uniquely
defined for material which does not follow linear elasticity model.
Idempotent processing, common in computer technology
(Gunawardena, 1996) preserves the data structure and original
variables without demand of explicit knowledge of their
functional dependencies. It obeys causality principle (response
always comes after the stimulus applied) and respects the
boundaries of thermodynamics (no violation of conservation
laws). One essential advantage in testing of biomaterials with
this method is in taking into account non-local effects—on
the contrary to conventional mathematical analysis, where the
derivative of a function is always local. Hence, the predictors
can be used in in silico simulations to calculate, for example,
mechano-regulative index without necessity of explicit local fluid
flow determination (Maslov, 1970; Gasik, 2017b).
Stress was calculated as Piola–Kirchhoff stress, from the ratio
of acting force to the original surface area A0 of the specimen, σ
= F/A0. The strain was calculated as Lagrange (true logarithmic)
strain, related to the initial thickness H0 at the beginning of the
creep: ε(t) = ln(1 + 1L(t)/H0), where 1L(t) is the observed
change in the specimen thickness with experiment time t.
Whereas, other strain definitions can be also used, this one has
a rigorous thermodynamic rationale (Xiao, 1995; Lubarda and
Chen, 2008). The ratio of the strain ε(t), to constant stress, σ0,
is the creep compliance C(t)= ε(t)/σ0, which is the main readout
from the creep experiments. For dynamic loading, the strain
amplitude is from a harmonic signal waveform extreme, taking






H0 +1L (t)+ a0
H0 +1L (t)− a0
)
(1)
where a0 is the applied deformation amplitude at some instant
frequency ω. In this format, the irreversible creep or similar
deformation is taken into account for long experiment times
(t). All experiments were preformed in triplicate and for every
frequency or strain test 10 cycles were used within every run.
Hence for time dependencies one should consider both long time
(real time of the test—minutes and hours) and short time (time
span within one or few dynamic cycles—seconds).
Test readouts from DMA experiments have been processed
with model-free idempotent methods (Gasik and Bilotsky, 2018).
In general, there is no explicit mathematical formula written
as the calculation is iteratively progressing for every data point
collected. This allows inclusion of specimen history without a
need of assumption of time kernels (hereditary integrals). In
this work the approach was used to find for instance aggregate
modulus, material memory, static and dynamic permeability.
RESULTS
Materials Preparation and Preliminary
Analysis
The viscosity of SSF compositions was approximated as
function of temperature with Arrhenius equation, leading to
8.14·10−4·exp(3022.2/T) and 1.746·exp(1143/T) in mPa·s, for 1
and 4 mg/mL NaHA, respectively (correlation r2 = 0.9869–
0.9953). At 25◦C this gives 20.5 and 80.9 mPa·s values for these
SSF (for comparison, water viscosity is 0.89 mPa·s). The exact
values are not explicitly required because the DMA device and
sample holder dynamics have been recalibrated for every type of
SSF, and thus media viscosity changes have been automatically
included in the test data.
At the beginning of the tests it was discovered that PLA
materials exhibit very high swelling ratios even if they were
completely soaked in liquid before the tests. This is usually
faced in hydrophobic materials at free swelling due to repulsive
forces and pressure variations (Bennethum andWeinstein, 2004).
It was formulated (Bennethum and Cushman, 1996) that the
macroscopic solid stress tensor (related to visible bulk swelling)
is combined of a thermodynamic solid pressure, a solid stress
tensor, a stress due to the interaction of the solid and liquid
phases, and a stress due to the interaction of the interface with
the solid phase as well as kinetic component of constituents. By
changing the conditioning pressure, it was found that the force
of ∼50 mN (equivalent to applied ∼1 kPa stress) is required to
suppress the swelling but not to cause pre-compression of the
sample, Figure 1. This conditioning pressure was used in all these
experiments to get consistent results.
Pseudo-Static Experiments
The results of one set of creep measurements at 0.2N (∼4 kPa
applied stress) are shown in Figure 2. The level of applied stress
of 4 kPa (∼30mmHg)was considered to be a limit which does not
cause cartilage-adjacent soft tissues necrosis (Goode and Shinn,
1977). The nature of a creep test is pseudo-static (change of
strain in time at constant applied stress) and it is often used to
evaluate viscoelastic nature of materials and to approximate it
with some models (Bilotsky and Gasik, 2015). Here one may see
that addition of NaHA to media does not affect compliance of
PLA much, but has a great effect on rhCol-PLA. It is notable
that compliance of rhCol-PLA in 1 mg/mL SSF is the highest,
and in 4 mg/mL is average between 1 mg/mL and water (0
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FIGURE 1 | The effect of conditioning force (0.006 and 0.05N) on swelling and compaction (at 0.2N) of PLA scaffold (two experimental curves for either forces
combination).
FIGURE 2 | Creep compliance at 0.2N for P LA and rhCol-PLA in different
media (numbers in parentheses show NaHA concentration in SSF, mg/mL).
mg/mL NaHA). The higher is the compliance, the more easily
the material deforms under constant load. Hence an observation
can be drawn that addition of cross-linked collagen to PLAmakes
it “stiffer” when tested in water but makes little difference when
testing in 1 mg/mL SSF.
The comparison of the data from pseudo-static (creep)
analysis (Figure 3) shows that stiffness of the rhCol-PLA scaffolds
is increased by several times when compared to PLA, and this
effect is independent on the type of SSF used. Also rhCol-PLA
material in static conditions has lower permeability (Figure 4),
which in combination supports a vision that synovial fluid will
likely be kept in rhCol-PLA better than in PLA—at the same
loading, within the same time span PLAwill lose fluid to a greater
extent.
FIGURE 3 | Static aggregate modulus (kPa) of the scaffolds vs. NaHA
concentration in SSF. Bars here and further indicate standard error unless
stated otherwise.
Frequency Experiments
Behavior of materials under constant deformation but varied
frequency is different from pseudo-static one. These differences
in the case of fibrous porous materials are due: (1) oscillating
mobility of fluid within a fibrous structure, (2) inertia effects
associated with hysteresis between incoming and outgoing fluid
flow, and (3) non-linearity in fluid viscous properties and
possible non-linearity in coupled deformation of the fibrous
skeleton of the scaffold.
One of the experimental criteria to observe the differences
is the loss tangent [tan(δ)], which is defined as the ratio of
imaginary to real part of elastic moduli or stiffness. Higher loss
tangent of rhCol-PLA vs. PLA (Figure 5) was observed for all
frequencies. Figure 6 shows a 3D plot of these dependencies of
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FIGURE 4 | Static (creep) permeability of scaffolds vs. NaHA concentration in SSF, indicating that static permeability increases at higher NaHA concentration.
FIGURE 5 | Loss tangent of the scaffolds in different SSF (NaHA concentration as numbers, mg/mL) vs. frequency at 25µm deformation amplitude.
tan(δ) vs. applied frequency at 25µm deformation amplitude
along with experiment time (note the tangent is practically
constant with the time and depends essentially on frequency
only).
It is seen that addition of NaHA to the media and respective
increase in viscosity also leads to increase in the loss tangent (the
more, the higher is the NaHA concentration). For rhCol-PLA
loss tangent is roughly 2–3 times higher than for PLA in all SSF
(Figure 6). This indicates more active interaction of fluid flow
with rhCol-PLA than PLA and is likely associated with a finest
collagen fibrils network between the PLA-based fibers in rhCol-
PLA (Länsman et al., 2006; Muhonen et al., 2016; Gasik et al.,
2017). Notable is that this interaction is only due to presence of
NaHA, as such differences are not seen when only water is used
(Figure 6).
Strain Sweep Experiments
One of the more physiologically relevant dynamic conditions is
application of variable deformation under constant frequency.
This can be depicted as change of the gait loads keeping normal
walking conditions (∼1Hz) (Hayes and Mockros, 1971; Hayes,
1972; Mow et al., 1980; Armstrong and Mow, 1982). Thus, the
last test sequence was applied to simulate changes in properties
of scaffolds up to 50µm of dynamic deformation with repeating
of the load cycles. At constant frequency, loss tangent is not
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FIGURE 6 | Loss factor [tan(δ)] of scaffolds in different SSF vs. applied frequency at 25µm displacement amplitude. Note plots for water (0 mg/mL NaHA; surfaces
No. 5 and 6) are shifted ahead of time scale to improve visual readability of the plots.
FIGURE 7 | Average dynamic modulus of scaffolds at 1Hz vs. applied deformation ad different SSF (numbers indicating NaHA concentration, mg/mL). Note log scale
for modulus.
significantly deformation- or stress-dependent so here major
performance comes from dynamic stiffness and fluid exchange.
The absolute value of average dynamic elastic modulus at 1Hz
is shown in Figure 7 as directly obtained from the DMA signal.
It is seen that this modulus slightly decreases with deformation.
However, with increased number of loading cycles and true strain
variations due to changes in geometry, true (corrected) elastic
modulus slightly increases. Also, higher NaHA concentration
shows higher stiffness of all materials but it is noteworthy
this stiffness incorporated fluid movement under dynamic load
and therefore unavoidably includes some viscous and inertia
contribution, as shown about for loss tangent (Figures 5, 6).
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FIGURE 8 | Comparison of static aggregate modulus (Figure 3) with invariant dynamic modulus at 1Hz. Numbers indicate concentration of NaHA in SSF, mg/mL.
FIGURE 9 | Comparison of ratio of dynamic invariant modulus to dynamic permeability vs. NaHA concentration (note log scale).
Analyzed invariant modulus at 1Hz is shown in Figure 8 vs.
respective static aggregate modulus (Figure 3) for respective
NaHA concentration. The ratio of dynamic modulus to dynamic
permeability is shown in Figure 9 for 1Hz condition. Here
rhCol-PLA is at least similar or better (at 1 mg/mL NaHA) than
PLA scaffolds.
DISCUSSION
The two studied scaffolds contained the same kind of PLA mesh
structures. The PLA scaffolds were studied as such and in the
rhCol-PLA scaffolds the collagen component was added into
the structure to give the highly porous PLA scaffold increased
hydrophilic nature and to promote cell proliferation. From the
post-processing of the experimental data, many additional values
have been obtained without assumption of a material model (a
proprietary patent-pending method). Here data for aggregate
modulus (in static and dynamics) and permeability are shown as
an example.
The relevancy of static conditions results for clinical
conditions is that rhCol-PLA scaffolds are better supportive for
weight-bearing and undergo smaller deformation than pure PLA.
In combination of lower permeability this suggests synovial fluid
to stay likely rhCol-PLAmore than in PLA, whereas the latter will
lose more fluid at the same loading. As a simple decision-aiding
criterion, one might consider the ratio of aggregate modulus to
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permeability: the higher it is, the better the scaffold withstands
static loads. Figure 10 shows that in this respect rhCol-PLA
material is by 1–2 orders of magnitude superior to PLA at all
tested SSF compositions.
At dynamic conditions, such as walking, the situation
reverses: under dynamic loading one has to aim on more
active fluid exchange to provide biomechanical stimulus to
chondrocytes, to ensure fluid and nutrients supply and removal
of metabolic products, promoting tissue regeneration (Gerisch
and Chaplain, 2006; Sittichokechaiwut et al., 2010). Cartilage
tissue is avascular and its extracellular matrix creates further
barriers for nutrient/waste exchange by diffusion. Thus, lower
dynamic modulus (Figure 8) and better fluid diffusivities are
desired. These features have to be, however, compatible to the
above requirements for static conditions as cartilage must work
well in both these extremes.
The viscosities of SSF are substantially higher than water:
about 20 and 100 times for 1 and 4 mg/mL, respectively. This
means that even small changes in permeability, i.e., a feature
of the material structure, will affect changes in permittivity, a
feature of a specific fluid flow thought the material structure.
High loss tangent (Figures 5, 6) means more dissipation of
FIGURE 10 | Comparison of ratio of static aggregate modulus (Figure 3) to
permeability (Figure 4) vs. NaHA concentration (note log scale).
appliedmechanical energy (inelastic losses) which is important to
keep high damping properties of articular cartilage (Mow et al.,
1980; Lai et al., 1981; Armstrong and Mow, 1982). Therefore,
rhCol-PLA is superior to PLA also in this property, whether
for “arthritic” (1 mg/mL NaHA) or “normal” (4 mg/mL NaHA)
synovial fluids.
A proof-of-concept animal study was performed in domestic
pigs (Sus scrofa domestica, 4-months-old, n = 20) in a separate
study, reported elsewhere (Muhonen et al., 2016). Briefly, the
animals were randomized into three groups: (1) rhCol-PLA
scaffold treatment, (2) commercial scaffold treatment and (3)
spontaneous repair. A circular full-thickness chondral lesion
with a diameter of 8mm was created in the right medial
femoral condyle. The removed cartilage tissue was collected
and further processed for chondrocyte isolation and subsequent
proliferation. After 3 weeks, the lesion was approached again,
cleaned and repaired with one of the constructs, i.e., rhCol-
PLA or commercial scaffold with chondrocytes, or left untreated.
Only one lesion per animal was performed and the animals
were allowed free weight-bearing and unrestricted movement
after the operations. The repair tissue was evaluated after 4
months. Hyaline cartilage was reported to be formed most
frequently in the rhCol-PLA treatment group. Here the analysis
of the cartilage repair scores (Haaparanta et al., 2014; Muhonen
et al., 2016) was additionally performed using BUGS—Bayesian
inference Using Gibbs Sampling (US FDA, 2010), a form of
a Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling. The results of using
normal or Poisson distributions of the total normalized ICRS
(International Cartilage Repair Society) scores show rhCol-PLA
having statistically significant higher average score (0.515) vs.
0.38 for commercial scaffold and 0.288 for spontaneous healing
control group (Muhonen et al., 2016).
A schematic of the advantage of lower dynamic stiffness
scaffold for AC repair is depicted in Figure 11. There a scaffold
implanted into a cartilage defect should exhibit the same strain
compliance (no tears, twisting or buckling). For the same strain,
material with a higher apparent stiffness will generate more
internal stresses and hence higher fluid pressure (Hayes, 1972;
Mow et al., 1980; Lai et al., 1991). This will lead to preferential
fluid movement out of cartilage which will not allow cells
and tissue regeneration (“dry-out”). For an opposite, lower
FIGURE 11 | Possible mechanism of beneficial compliance mismatch of scaffolds vs. native tissue when submitted to a mechanical load: when a scaffold with fluid is
too stiff, higher generated fluid pressure leads to fluid flow out of scaffold (left), whereas for the same deformation conditions of lower stiffness system (right) fluid is
driven into the scaffold.
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apparent stiffness (material system with fluid) will have lower
fluid pressure which will promote external fluid supply into the
scaffold (Bilotsky and Gasik, 2015; Gasik, 2017b; Gasik et al.,
2017). The exact values depend on the tissue and scaffold systems
differences, fluid properties and loading conditions. Here it is
important to note that static and dynamic properties need to
be evaluated coherently in a single test to ensure that fluid flow
and mechanical compliances are measured linked under proper
boundary conditions, and not evaluated separately.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of biomechanical comparison of rhCol-PLA and PLA
scaffolds for articular cartilage repair show how both collagen
addition and media composition (NaHA concentration) change
elastic, viscoelastic and inelastic properties of the scaffolds.
Using model-free idempotent analysis methods, it was for the
first time possible to extract data on scaffold permeability and
invariant moduli in a coherent way, without use of separate
experiments. These values make easier design, in silico simulation
and optimization of such materials.
It might be expressed that for a successful tissue regeneration
with scaffolds the properties of the scaffold should not be too
close to expected tissue properties, as in this case there will be
less stimuli acting on the scaffold for repair. Furthermore, one
should consider static and dynamic behavior of the material in
the physiologically relevant conditions—the material matching
both simultaneously will be the best option to implant.
The studies performed for articular cartilage repair materials
could be extended to other cartilage tissues repair implants, as
most of these tissues are also subjected to different static and
dynamic loading, tightly coupled with fluid supply and exchange
as well as interaction with body systems (intervertebral disk,
cartilageous end plate, larynx, etc.). Proper test conditions and
data processing can assist the development of better scaffolds for
cartilage repair.
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